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'Natural pointing'in a rhesus monkey, but no evidence of empathy
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Recent investigations suggest that chimpanzees,
Pan troglodytes, display immediate evidence that
they comprehend social role reversal when con-
fronted with a task from a partner's perspective
(Povinelli et al. 1992a). In contrast, rhesus
macaques, Macaca mulatta, tested in the same
manner show no such signs of immediate compre-
hension (Povinelli et al. 1992b). The role-reversal
paradigm creates two distinct social roles using a
communication apparatus consisting of an inform-
ant side and an operator side (Fig. l). Operators
have access to several handles that can be used to
bring food trays to within reach of the two partici-
pants, but they cannot see the location ofthe food
because ofscreens inside the trays. Informants, in
contrast, can see the location of the food, but have
no way of retrieving it. Once the participants have
learned to cooperate with each other and can per-
form their given roles accurately, the roles are then
reversed and evidence of immediate comprehension
is sought. The findings suggest that chimpanzees,
but not rhesus monkeys, may be able to understand
a cooperative task from another organism's point
of view (for comparable data on young children see

Brownell & Carriger 1990).
It is possible, however, that the species differences

on the role-reversal task are artefacts of species
diflerences in pointing tendencies. Chimpanzees
engage in a variety ofpointing-like gestures in natu-
ral and captive situations, whereas rhesus monkeys
rarely do so (see Povinelli l99l for a review).
Because the informing gesture typically takes the
form of a reaching or pointing motion, it could be
maintained that the results obtained to date simply
show that chimpanzees point more readily than
macaque monkeys. There are a number of theor-
etical and empirical r€asons for doubting this
interpretation, not the least of which is that
chimpanzees and macaques learn to point (or
reach) to inform their partners with about equal

ease. None the less, given that species differences in
natural gesturing abilities may exist, it would be
important to study macaques who show evidence of
spontaneous pointing using the role-reversal para-
digm, as this would test the alternative hypothesis
offered above. Alternatively, it would raise the
issue of potentially dramatic within-species vari-
ation in cognitive function. The University of
Massachusetts Primate Laboratory houses a rhesus
macaque who since adolescence has spontaneously
engaged in pointing-like gestures similar to those
seen in captive chimpanzees. The subject is a 16-

year-old human-reared female rhesus monkey,
named Scarlet who has been part of a stable social
group of rhesus macaques for the past 14 years.

Scarlet is unusual in that across the past decade she

has often engaged in a variety of spontaneous
pointing-like gestures to objects and events in
her environment (M. A. Novak, unpublished
observations). She especially did so in interactions
with her human caretakers.

Scarlet's capacity for comprehension of role
reversal was investigated using procedures identical
to those described for the macaques tested by
Povinelli et al. (1992b) who were trained as inform-
ants and tested as operators. We tested her in
this fashion in order to pit her against the most
persuasive performance by the chimpanzee sub-
jects. Thus, in a pre-training phase that lasted 34

days, the subject was familiarized with the appar-
atus and trained to pull handles. In phase I she was

trained to locate plainly visible food rewards and to
retrieve them by pulling handles to bring the correct
tray to within reach. In phase 2 she was trained to
produce a pointing gesture to inform accurately a
naive human operator about the location ofa food
reward. Finally, in phase 3 she was tested for role-
reversal comprehension by rotating the apparatus
and requiring her to respond to the pointing
gestures of the human informant. The subject was
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given one testing session per day and each session

consisted of 20 trials. A detailed description of the

methods can be found in Povinelli et al. (1992b).

Figure 2(a-c) reveals the results of her training
and testing. In the initial training steps she

gradually learned to respond accurately by pulling
the correct handle on the communication appar-
atus which contained the food reward (Fig. 2a). In
her role training phase (Fig. 2b), she quickly
learned to gesture to the correct set offood trays to
a naive human experimenter, thus informing the

human operator of which handle to pull. Indeed,

consistent with our informal observations, Scarlet
performed withag5oh accuracy during the second

day of testing in this phase. During the critical test

of role reversal, however, when the roles of the

subject and the human experimenter were reversed,

Scarlet responded at chance levels without regard

to where the human informant was pointing (Fig.

2c). Although she was willing to pull the handles (as

she had been trained to do in pre-training and phase

l), her chance-level performance continued for
several days.

These results cast doubt upon dismissing the

phylogenetic differences on the role-reversal task as

merely the result of species differences in willing-
ness to spontaneously engage in pointing. One of
the two chimpanzees tested by Povinelli et al.
(1992a) in the same manner as Scarlet, showed

unambiguous evidence of role-reversal comprehen-

sion, whereas the other showed no clear signs of
transfer. The other two chimpanzees, who were

trained as operators, and who were later tested as

informants, both showed obvious evidence of role-
reversal comprehension. This can be contrasted
with all of the macaques that we have previously
tested, none of whom displayed an immediate
understanding of the task when the roles were

reversed (Povinelli et al. I 992b). These phylogenetic
differences are consistent with those predicted by
Gallup (1985), who believes that organisms such as

chimpanzees who are capable of self-recognition
are also capable of a variety of lorms of self-

and social attribution, whereas those incapable of
self-recognition (such as rhesus macaques) are not.

Several limitations of this study must be borne
in mind. First, although Scarlet does engage in
spontaneous pointing quite frequently, there is no
guarantee that it is as extensive as that seen in
captive chimpanzees. None the less, this research at
least seems to rule out a simplistic linkage between
the prior presence of the gesture and success on the
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Figure l. Role-reversal apparatus
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Figure 2. Performance of a naturally pointing adult
female rhesus monkey (a) training to use the apparatus,
(b) role training as an informant and (c) role reversal as an

operator.

task. Second, perhaps Scarlet is an exception, just

as there are chimpanzees who do not pass the test.

While undeniable, if all chimpanzees performed as

poorly as Scarlet, or as the one chimpanzee subject

who did not show evidence of transfer in the

Povinelli et al. (1992a) investigation, wewould have

no basis for adopting the working hypothesis that
chimpanzees are capable of cognitive empathy.

We conclude that pointing-like gestures of the

occasional monkey such as Scarlet may be the

result of conditioning as opposed to complex
cognitive processes related to social attribution.
Although pointing may appear to be an easily
identifiable index whose presence could be used to
pinpoint instances of the attribution of intention
in free-ranging primate populations, it must be
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kept in mind that human children as young as 14

months can both produce and respond to pointing
accurately (Bates et al. 19751' Lueng & Rheingold
l98l). This is important, because it appears that itis
not until these same children reach about 3 years of
age that they attribute the mental state of intention
to others (Shultz et al. 1980; Shultz & Wells 1985),

and not until about 4 years of age that they under-
stand the causal role that pointing plays in inform-
ing others about where to look for something
(Povinelli & deBlois 1992). Thus, pointing by itself
is not necessarily an index of social attribution,
even in species that ultimately come to understand
it as such.
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